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I. Here is a family of tools that help us in mapping our neighbourhood. Put on your 

thinking cap and name the following. 

a. A rough map of a place - __________________________________ 

b. A place or thing that you can easily recognize - ________________ 

c. A sign representing a landmark - ____________________________ 

d. The explanation of a symbol - _______________________________ 

e. A drawing of a neighbourhood, a city or a country- ______________ 

f. A tool used to show distances on a map - ______________________ 

II. State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE by choosing the correct 
option.  

a) Yellow colour in a map denotes snow.  

b) To represent a landmark we use the scale.                            

c) With a colony map, we can easily locate any house in the colony. 

d) The language of the map remains the same all over the world.  

      Ans:       A) TFFT       B) TFTF       C) FFTT     D) FTFT 

III.  Match the following. 
 

              A              B 

i. blue a. plains  

ii. green b. oceans 

iii. brown c. highlands 

iv. yellow d. snow 

v. white e. mountains 

 

    Ans:  i: _____________ ii: _____________ iii: _____________ iv: ________________ v: _________ 
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IV- Observe the picture given alongside carefully and answer the following questions. 
 
1. Label the directions as N, S, E, W, NE, SE, NW, SW in the 
empty boxes. 
2. What does N, S, E, W, SE, NE, NW, SW stand for on a 

compass rose? 

N: ________ S: __________ E: __________ W: _________ 

NE: ____________________    SE: ____________________  

NW: ____________________   SW: ___________________ 

3. Think and answer. What is the opposite direction of: 
 
a. north-west: ______________     c. east: _____________ 

b. south-west: ______________     d: north: ____________ 

V. Draw the symbols for the following and colour them. 
 

 

LET’S VALUE 
       More trees and plants on our maps as landmarks 

will make our  Earth look greener. 
So, let us plant more trees. 

a. Road metalled b. Road unmetalled c. Town 

 
 
 
 
 

  

d. Broad gauge- e. Metre Gauge f. Canal 

 
 
 
 
 

  

g. Dam h. Bridge e. River 

 
 
 
 
 

  

 


